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ABSTRACT 

 Keyword search is an effective paradigm for information discovery and has been introduced recently to 

query XML documents.XML Documents are used to store data required for search engine development. The search 

engine prevalent today provides overwhelming, mixed ambiguous results and non-spontaneous interface are system 

over comes these problems by providing clustered results. First the entity nodes i.e., nodes having many to one 

relationship in the XML Dom tree are found. A novel answer semantics that considers conceptual relationship 

between nodes in XML tree, leading to more meaningful answer and alleviation of the problem of false or missing 

answers.  

The acquired answers are clustered using two clustering methodology, active clustering provides speed 

retrieval of data and passive clustering provides efficient retrieval of data. The clustered results are further sub 

clustered to form a hierarchy providing a more general to specific view.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 

KEYWORD search is an effective paradigm for information discovery from flat documents (text, HTML, 

etc.). As XML documents are prevalent in various areas, it is natural to extend keyword search techniques to support 

XML data. XML keyword search has attracted considerable attentions from research community recently. However, 

results returned by many XML search engines are still far from satisfactory from user’s perspective. Some problems 

are listed as follows: 

Over whelming results. Results of XML keyword search are usually overwhelming for users to explore. 

Since XML search engines return XML fragments to users instead of documents, there are potentially much more 

answers for XML search. The large number of answers hinders users from identifying relevant query results easily. 

On one hand, users may waste time in examining irrelevant results; on the other hand, some relevant results may be 

overlooked.  

Mixed results for ambiguous queries. Keyword queries are usually ambiguous and XML search engines are 

typically No intuitive interface. Query results are usually presented in a plain interface where a ranked list of results 

is to users. The interface is not intuitive enough because users cannot easily understand what are in the search results.  

Is more, the poorly designed interface will make users refine and submit queries repeatedly, thus decreasing users’ 

experience and causing burden on the system.  

These problems can be approached from different, e.g., top- query processing techniques, ranking methods, 

and snippet generation. In this paper, we try to address these problems from a different  

 
Figure.1. A sample XML document bib 

The hierarchy provides overviews of the results with Different degrees of abstraction, and can facilitate the 

Browse and explore of search results. The contributions of this paper are listed as follows: 

 We define a novel answer semantics for xml keyword queries. The semantics is built on a conceptual view 

of XML documents; it captures the semantic relationships between nodes and leads to more meaningful 

answers. 

 We propose a new methodology that clusters XML search results based on the concept of keywords matching 

pattern. Then, we discuss algorithms to implement the methodology. In addition to the conventional 

approach, we propose a novel one, which performs clustering actively, i.e., it first generates cluster labels, 

and then produces clustered results using these labels. 
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 We improve the cluster-based interface by aggregating clusters into a hierarchy. We employ the relaxations 

of KMPs to aggregate the clusters. The constructed cluster hierarchy is interpretable and provides a general-

to-specific view of the results.  

 We demonstrate through extensive experiments the meaningfulness of the proposed semantics and 

effectiveness of our clustering methodology as well as efficiency of the implementing approaches. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

XML Keyword Query Answer Semantics: We model an XML document as a rooted, unordered, labeled tree. Each 

node of the tree corresponds to an XML element. We differentiate node types from nodes in XML documents. The 

type of a node is the label path from root to the node. For example, the type of node paper1 is 

/bib/conf/sessions/session/paper. When there is no confusion, we sometimes use a simplified X Path-like 

representation of types, e.g., the previous type may be simplified as /bib//paper or even //paper. For any node v, we 

use type ðvÞ to denote the type of v. An XML keyword query is a sequence of terms where each term corresponds 

to a keyword in text or an XML tag. Two example queries are frequently used in this paper, they are “cloud 

computing” and “John cloud computing.” For brevity, we use Qcc and Qjcc to denote them in the following sections. 

We differentiate the match and answer of a keyword query. 

A match of a term is a node whose tag is the term or a leaf whose text content contains the term. A match of 

a keyword query is a node such that for every given term, it has a descendant that matches the term. An answer to a 

keyword query is a match that is meaningful to users. There are many variances on the definition of meaningfulness. 

In this paper, we take a new perspective, that is, we understand an XML document at a concept level. Specifically, 

we classify nodes according to their conceptual roles, and analyse connections between nodes based on their 

conceptual relationships. Then, we define the answer semantics for an XML keyword query. 

Clustering Xml Search Results: In this section, we investigate the clustering of XML keyword search results. We 

first propose a novel methodology to cluster XML search results, then present algorithms that implement the 

methodology. 

Clustering Methodology: Basic idea of the clustering methodology is to cluster search results based on the ways 

they match keyword queries. We define keywords matching pattern for this purpose. 

Definition. Given a query Q ¼ ht1; . . . ; tki, let r be an answer with w ¼ hn1; . . . ; nki as a ground witness. A 

keywords matching pattern of r about Q derived from w is a keywords associated twig pattern P such that: 1) the 

structural part is composed of the path from the root of the document to r and the paths from r to nið1  i  nÞ; and 2) 

for each ni that matches ti; ti is attached to the corresponding node of ni in P. There is a special node in P which is 

mapped to r, called answer node of P. 

The Passive Approach: A straightforward approach to implement the KMP-based clustering proceeds in three steps: 

a) obtain all answers of a given query; b) derive KMPs from answers; and c) cluster search results based on the 

KMPs. Below, we briefly introduce an algorithm that follows this approach.  

We first define a notion named LCEA. The LCEA of a set of nodes n1; . . . ; nk (keywords t1; . . . ; tk) is the 

lowest common entity ancestor of the nodes (matches of keywords), denoted as lceaðn1; . . . ; nkÞ ðlceaðt1; . . . ; 

tkÞÞ. Given a query Q ¼ ht1; . . . ; tki and k nodes n1; . . . ; nk; ni m a t c h e s tið1 _ i _ kÞ, if r ¼ lceaðn1; . . . ; nkÞ, 

and n1 ffl _ _ _ ffl nk, then r is an answer. Therefore, to compute answers, we can first compute all LCEAs of query 

terms, and then filter out the ones that do not have a meaningful witness. 

The Active Approach: The passive approach is a blocking approach, because clusters can be fulfilled only after 

results have been generated. In this section, we propose a novel approach, which infers the labels of clusters first and 

then generates clusters using the labels. Below, we call this approach the active approach.  

Two problems need to be addressed in the active approach: how to infer KMPs without actually searching 

the documents, and how to enumerate answers given KMPs. 

Inferring KMPs: It is possible to generate KMPs first, because a keyword typically appears in certain document 

contexts, which can be identified at a low cost. We construct a summary index so that document contexts of keywords 

can be retrieved from that index instead of documents. The summary is like Data Guide, where each unique document 

path appears exactly once. It augments Data Guide in that each document path is associated with a list of keywords 

that can be accessed by traversing the path. The summary can also be modelled as a tree, and we call the tree Data 

Summary Tree or DST in short. 

Generating Clustered Results: After the KMPs are inferred, generating search results and clusters can be done in 

a straightforward way: we iterate overall KMPs, for each KMP P, fetch all results (if any) matching P, and group 

them into a cluster labelled by P. Note that if P has no match, no cluster will be generated for P. Since a KMP, by its 

definition, is in fact a pattern query, its matches can be collected using any pattern query processing techniques. 

Constructing Cluster Hierarchy: The generated clusters so far may still not be satisfactory because there may exist 

many clusters so that users still have to go through the clusters one by one which is laborious. In this section, we 

improve the cluster-based interface by constructing a cluster hierarchy. 
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A cluster hierarchy on base clusters C1; . . . ; Ck is a tree where C1; . . . ; Ck constitute leafs. Since the label 

of a cluster is a semantically representation of the results in the cluster, we use the labelling KMP as the only feature 

of a base cluster. As a result, we actually discuss clustering of KMPs. 

In this paper, we employ a relaxation-based approach to cluster KMPs. Query relaxation enables systems to 

relax a query to a less restricted form (Lin Guo, 2003). Relaxation can also be applied to a KMP to abstract from 

some details in the KMP, resulting in a more general one. By applying relaxations to different KMPs, we may find 

that some of them are identical after relaxation. These KMPs can then be grouped together, because they are more 

close to each other. There are many relaxations proposed in the literature (Lin Guo, 2003). In this paper, we consider 

two simple relaxations:  

Keyword predicate promotion moves the keyword predicate associated with a leaf in the KMP to its parent. 

In leaf deletion, a leaf in the KMP is deleted. For example, after conducting a KPP and an LD operation on 

//paper[title: cloud][title: computing], we may get //paper[title: cloud][.: computing], where “.” stands for the context 

node. In the context of our problem, the two operations KPP and LD are done together, so we view the two operations 

as an atomic one, denoted as PD.  

Given a KMP P, we can apply relaxing operation PD on P repeatedly, resulting in a sequence of relaxations 

of P, until we arrive at an ultimate relaxation of P. The ultimate relaxation of a KMP is the relaxation where the 

answer node becomes a leaf. The set of relaxations of a KMP can be organized into a directed acyclic graph (DAG) 

called relaxation graph, where each node represents a KMP. If a KMP P0 is relaxed from P in one step, then there is 

an edge from the node representing P to that representing P0. For brevity, we use node P or simple P to denote the 

node representing P. Each path from the starting KMP to the ending KMP is a complete plan that transforms the 

original KMP to the ultimately relaxed KMP. For example, a relaxation graph is shown in Fig.2. 

 
Figure.2. A relaxation graph 

DISCUSSIONS 

Compared with existing methods, the proposed semantics has the following features: 

1. It improves the existing semantics by recognizing meaningful answers more accurately, and alleviates the 

problem of false answers and missing answers, as shown in examples above. 

2. The semantics, especially the notion of “conceptually related,” is based on the conceptual view of XML 

documents; it has a solid ground, whereas other semantics are typically motivated by some intuitive 

heuristics. 

3. We utilize the schema information as well as the conceptual relationships between nodes to identify 

meaningful relation between keyword matches. 

4. We take a different policy toward the overlap between (potential) answers. 

Problem Statement: The XML search engines existing today are based on ranking, top k-processing 

method, snippet generation. All these search engines were developed to wide easily accessible results with more 

relevancy but these engines still suffer from problems like i) overwhelming results for example google search 

returns ges of results based on ranking, which may lead to the occurrence of some evant result in the 10th 

or later pages and also some results which are less evant may be ranked high and thus displayed earlier. 

ii) Non-spontaneous enface displaying all the links as collection of pages. iii) Ambiguous results for ample if we 

type cloud then results displayed may contain data about cloud as k and even cloud computing as a link all 

under the same collection of links displayed. The best example for the existing search engine is google 

search  

Performance Evaluation: We first investigate the meaningfulness of our answer semantics, and then effectiveness 

of the proposed clustering methodology. We also study the efficiency as well as the scalability of the passive and 

active approaches. Weuse three real data sets in our evaluation: DBLP (230M) (Bo Chen Jiaheng, 2009), Mondial 

(1.7 M) (Claudio Carpineto, 2009), and Sigmod Record (0.7 M) (Flesca, 2005). They exhibit different 

characteristics: DBLP has a rather flat structure, the other two are more complex in structure but Sigmod Record is 

richer in text. We test eight keyword queries for each data set.where queries DQ1-DQ8 are proposed for DBLP data 

set, MQ1-MQ8 for Mondial data set, and QS1-QS8 for Sigmod Record. The query set covers a variety of cases: 

keywords matching tags only (such as QD4, QM3), keywords matching values only (QD1-QD3, QM1-QM2, QS1-

QS2), mixture of keywords matching tags and keywords matching values (QD5-QD7, QM5-QM8, QS3-QS8), and 
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keywords that can match both tags and values (QD8, QM4). Keywords in the queries are expected to appear within 

the same text units (QM1, QM2, QS1, QS8) or different text units (QD2, QD3, QS2, etc.). The numbers of keywords 

in the queries vary from 1 to 8. The relationships between keyword matches in the queries are diverse, and the 

expected matching patterns are of different shapes 

Meaningfulness of Answers: First test the meaningfulness of the proposed answer semantics. We compare our 

answer semantics with several prevalent ones the intentions of these queries are determined through user study. 

Specifically, we ask a group of 40 users which do not participate in this project to specify the intentions of the 

designed queries. For each query, the intentions that more than 80 per cent users have in common are specified as 

the ground truth for the query. The intentions of the other queries are given by users who proposed them. 

Comparisons of recalls and precisions of various methods, where X Mean denotes the semantics we propose in this 

paper, Puca and Pall are short for PrucaðSÞ and PrallðSÞ respectively. The interconnection semantics do not specify 

how to return the sets of interconnected keyword matches. To make it comparable, we return answers in the same 

way as in XMean, that is, we return the LCEA of the interconnected nodes, so the only difference between their 

methods and XMean is the different ways of inferring meaningfully related nodes. The same set of entity types are 

used for XMean, XSeek, and interconnection. As observe XMean and XSeek keep perfect recalls on DBLP and 

Sigmod Record data sets for most queries.  

3. RESULATS 

The result includes the graph between processing time w.r.t. data size and number of keywords matching 

semantics. The graph is given as shown in the fig.3.1. 

  
Figure.3. Recall and precision On DBLP Fig 3.1. processing time w.r.t. data size and number 

of keywords matching semantics 

The precisions of two methods are almost the same on DBLP. The situation on Sigmod Record is rather 

different, where a striking difference is observed between XMean and XSeek. The performances of PrallðSÞ and 

PrucaðSÞ are comparable to XMean on many queries, but unfortunately they fail to collect any answers for several 

queries (QD2, QD7, etc.). The differences on performances of these methods can be explained by their different 

ways of relating keyword matches. XSeek is based on SLCA, which does not consider the relationships between 

keyword matches, so it produces some meaningless answers. Pr allðSÞ and Pr ucaðSÞ require that the keyword 

matches should be contained by a data tree without duplicate tags. For queries like QM1 and QS1, the semantics fits 

well; but for other queries like QD2, QD7, QM6, and QS2, the semantics is improper. XMean infers whether nodes 

are meaningfully related not according to the tags or paths of nodes, but based on the conceptual roles and 

relationships of nodes, so it can differentiate when duplicate tags can be allowed, and when they should not. 

Processing Time and Scalability: We evaluate the efficiency and scalability of proposed methods in this section. 

We first evaluate the efficiency of clustering. We measure the total running times when search results are generated 

and clustered in passive approach or active approach, respectively. We then measure the times when search results 

are simply listed. Note that when results do not need to be clustered, we can still generate results using passive or 

active approaches. The only differences are that results are not assigned to clusters and duplicates are removed. We 

do not measure the delays of clustering directly because there are no separate phases of clustering in our algorithms; 

instead, the clustering is pushed into the search process. 

The efficiency of the clustering method in this also investigated, where only the running time of the basic 

algorithm is considered. The other version of the algorithm that allows users to control the number of clusters should 

take more time than the basic algorithm. 

  
Figure.4. Reach Time on Data Set Figure.5. Process Time on Data set 

Related Work: There are extensive researches on XML keyword search as well as search results clustering, we 

review some of them in this section.  
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                 The studies mentioned above do not have any restriction on the types of answers, assuming that each node 

is possible to be an answer. XSeek differentiates nodes representing entities from nodes representing attributes, and 

generates answers based on the entities related to the keyword matches. XReal differentiates search for node from 

search via node in XML documents, but there is no definite semantics for search for nodes. As a result, their method 

cannot guarantee the semantic meaningfulness of answers. In this paper, we follow the idea of XSeek and consider 

XML documents as a repository of entities, which we believe is natural and reasonable. 

Understanding XML Search Results: The problem of generating result snippets for XML search is initiated in 

Recently, Liu et al.  Addressed the problem of comparing and differentiating search results on structured data. Their 

emphasis is on the contents of XML fragments. Matching semantics. Their work is orthogonal to our methods, e.g., 

results in each cluster can be further differentiated using their methods 

  
Figure.6. Clustering type should be chosen. Figure.7. Search Criteria should be given 

  
Figure.8. Enter the search criteria and click 

“Search” button 

Figure.9. The result page with clusters is 

displayed,click on acluster 

  
Figure.10. A list of related sub-clusters are 

displayed, click on the sub-cluster 

Figure.11. A list of related answers are displayed 

  
Figure.12. Output of the final chosen link Figure.13. Login page for admin 
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Figure.14. The editor page opened after successful logi 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we investigate the problem of returning cluster-based search suits for XML keyword 

search. We propose a new answer semantics for XML keyword query, which is based on a proposed conceptually 

related relationship between nodes. Then, we propose a novel clustering methodology based on the notion of 

keywords matching pattern. To realize the clustering methodology, we present two approaches: the first one is a 

conventional one, which does clustering a post phase; the second one is novel in that it performs clustering in an 

active way, i.e., it first computes labels, then generates clustered search results using the labels. 
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